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GU 2014 EARLY WARNING BRIEF SOMALIA FOOD SECURITY CLUSTER 
 
 

OVERVIEW AND AREAS OF CONCERN 
The Gu rainy season Somalia started with mixed results. According to FEWSNET (24 April 2014) most of 
the southern regions received  moderately well distributed, light to moderate rains with pockets of 
heavy precipitation. As a result, the vegetation conditions have improved in most of the south and parts 
of the cowpea belt in Galgadud Region. 
 
In contrast, there has been a lack of rainfall in most of the northeast (Puntland), central and few parts of 
northwest (Somaliland) with dry conditions predicted over the coming weeks (FSNAU 24 April 2014). 
The vegetation conditions are significantly below average in most of the North, the central regions, 
coastal areas of the Jubas and Shabelles, and parts of Hiraan and Bakool Regions (FEWSNET). Re-planting 
may be needed in rain fed agropastoral areas of Middle Shabelle and Hiran (FSNAU). Conflict and 
insecurity have increased in the Shabelles during a critical season (FEWSNET). Further delays in rains 
Puntland and central may cause abnormal pastoral migration affecting milk access of poor households 
(FSNAU). Improved precipitation in the next two months is critical in the northeast where access to 
water for both human and livestock is currently very poor (FSNAU & SWALIM). 
 
In areas affected by the recent military offensive, a range of impacts are observed. Food Security Cluster 
(FSC) initial assessments in Xudur and Wajid showed that while there was no humanitarian crisis in late 
March, market disruptions were significant and would contribute to food insecurity if prolonged. 
Restrictions on trade and movement in areas affected by the offensive may have negative effects on 
crop production, agricultural labor opportunities, food prices and humanitarian assistance (FSNAU & 
SWALIM). Currently, the FSC has no partner that has plans to work in Wajid or Xudur casting major 
concerns on the response capacity in the districts.  In Lower Shabelle and Hiran, the intensity of planting 
has been affected by the offensive as well (FSNAU; FEWSNET).  
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Main areas of concern are: most of Bakool; Hiran particularly Bulto Burti, Jalalaqsi; parts of Galgadud; 
pastoral Puntland and areas affected by the 2013 tropical cyclone; agro pastoral and riverine Middle 
Shabelle especially Jowhar, and Lower Shabelle. Neighboring districts and contiguous parts of livelihood 
zones may have similar conditions. FSC partners and members implementing in these areas of concern 
are recommended to:  
 

Preparation and analysis 

 Conduct assessments in localized areas using FSC approved tools to yield site specific 
recommendations. 

 Work on contingency planning as soon as possible 

 Submit updated planning on new projects in the affected areas to the FSC   

 Monitor the situation at their district level and livelihood zone levels 
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 Partners with capacity to implement in parts of newly accessible areas such as should their 
assess scalability & access 

 
Implementation through Gu season in areas of concern 

 Consider immediate support to livelihood assets to recover losses in cropping areas that need 
re-planting  

 Ensure that activities contributing to the FSC Improved Access response objective are 
implemented through the Gu harvest  

 
In event of prolonged market disruption in military offensive affected areas 

 Activities supporting the Improved Access and Safety Net responses should be considered; 
market functionality should be examined closely when choosing the modality  

 
In event of rain failure 

 If rains fail, Improved Access responses should be extended through to the next harvest (crop 
producing) and rainy season (pastoral). 

 Further in rain failure, emphasis on rebuilding productive assets will be needed. 

 Livelihood investment activities can complement Improved Access activities during hagaa 
 
The FSC can provide needs per district and livelihood zone by response objective up until June 2014. 
New targets, as always, will be established after the post Gu assessment in July. The FSC and its 
membership will continue to monitor the situation.  
 
FSC partners and members are urged to use the technical guidelines on cash based responses, 
agriculture and livestock available on the FSC websites. Recommendations from the FSC can change with 
new developments and will be revised upon a sound understanding of such developments. The 
membership is advised to share information in a timely manner.  


